FINANCIAL PRESS RELEASE

Paris, October 28, 2021 – 6 p.m.

SII to acquire ANANKEI in Belgium
SII Group strengthens its presence in Belgium with the acquisition of ANANKEI BV, headquartered in Leuven.
ANANKEI BV is an IT company on a human scale, specialized in infrastructure and telecom that has been
supporting the digital transformation of Belgian companies for over 15 years. Its client portfolio is constituted
of about fifteen major international accounts, mainly in the telecom, banking, finance and insurance sectors
as well as the energy industry.
In the 2020 financial year, ANANKEI BV recorded revenues of nearly €8 million with a staff of 100 employees.
With this acquisition, SII Group is expanding its services portfolio in Belgium in strategic sectors and
strengthening its proximity to a group of key account customers.
The acquisition of 100% of ANANKEI BV’s shares was made entirely in cash and the activities will be
consolidated in Group SII’s accounts as of November 1, 2021.
This external growth operation is in line with the international development strategy of Group SII.

***
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About SII
Serving as a true partner for technology matters, SII Group provides solutions with added value to projects
at major companies. Relying on teams of expert engineers and methods applying the highest quality
standards, SII’s business has a balanced focus on:
-

Technology consulting (IT, electronics, and telecoms),
Digital services (technical IT and networks).

SII Group has organized itself to offer the responsiveness and flexibility of personalized service. SII has nine
offices in France serving as profit centers with robust operational resources and the ability to support major
international clients, serving companies in 18 countries on four continents.
In the 2020-2021 financial year, which ended on 31 March, SII Group recorded revenues of €654.2 million.
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